
Facing challenges posed by natural disasters, pandemics, and unprecedented global events is 

a demanding task for Facility Planners. Ensuring the security of premises and personnel while 

maintaining business continuity becomes paramount. Enter Modular Buildings—a cost-effective 

and efficient solution for businesses requiring quality facilities promptly. Our Rapid Response space 

solutions alleviate the stress of securing extra space during critical times of need.

Disaster Planning | Rapid Response Space Solutions

Secure emergency space fast in times of disaster.

• Break Rooms & Cafeterias 

• Cold, warm, or hot sites 

• Command centers 

• Computer labs 

• Conference rooms 

• Facilities guard stations 

• Field hospitals 

• Ground-level storage containers & offices

• Guard Booths 

• Mail handling facilities 

• Medical units 

• Mobile offices

• Security buildings 

• Solar powered storage & office containers 

• Temporary Offices 

• Training facilities 

Our Rapid Response solutions include:
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• 24/7 on-call Account Managers

• 24 hour response to an emergency space requirement

• Units that are fully equipped and ready for occupancy

• Climate-controlled for guaranteed year round comfort

• Emergency ground-level storage containers to secure your critical property

• Solar powered storage and office containers for off-grid locations

An emergency preparedness plan is important for all Facility Managers. But time doesn’t always allow 

for a proper preventive analysis of your essential square footage, equipment, and personnel needed to 

keep your company running while your operations are impacted.

 

Wilmot is your source for modular structures for all your emergency space needs. Whether that’s “Hot 

Sites” that are fully functioning and scaled for emergencies, or simply the reassurance of knowing 

that space can be rushed to you in your time of need. Our Space Planners are well-known for their 

excellence in customer service and are ready to help meet your needs! 

We meet our customer’s time sensitive deadlines

At the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic, a local convention center, repurposed as a makeshift hospital 

for COVID-19 patients, urgently required portable showers. These were essential for medical staff to 

decontaminate after their shifts. Wilmot Modular responded promptly by designing and constructing 

a high-quality shower container, ensuring rapid delivery and meeting our customer’s time-sensitive 

deadline.

What Wilmot can offer:

Emergency Space Needs
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Disaster Planning | Rapid Response Space Solutions

Secure emergency space fast in times of disaster.

Scan the QR Code to Navigate to Our Rapid Response Resources Online


